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Black Noise Rap Music And
Rap music is often seen as a Black secular response to pressing issues of our time. Yet, like spirituals, the blues, and gospel music, rap has deep connections ...
Noise and Spirit: The Religious and Spiritual Sensibilities of Rap Music
It’s all for the music -- for trap de cria, a new kind of hip hop that evokes gang life in Rio’s favelas. Oliveira, 31, plowed the proceeds into constructing a tiny recording studio and editing room ...
Rap rhythm from Rio de Janeiro's favelas causing a stir
Carnegie Hall today announced that boundary pushing hip-hop duo Soul Science Lab will present exclusive ‘making of’ excerpts from their forthcoming visual album—Make a Joyful Noize—in a special online ...
Carnegie Hall's Weill Music Institute Presents MAKE A JOYFUL NOIZE Featuring Hip-Hop Duo Soul Science Lab
The Greek beat-making team return with another killer batch of hippity-hop treats for all you funk freaks. This time around, the groove is on that classic laidback, West Coast rap sound, and handling ...
Black Octopus - Basement Freaks Present The Return of the Cool featuring Kamy - Computer Music Magazine Review
Moving to Paris in 1992 as a black American kid was totally disorienting. Its underground rap scene became my map to the city, and the soundtrack to my formative years ...
‘This was our music, and our conscience’: how I fell in love with French hip-hop
In 1905, honky tonk singer Al Dexter was born in Jacksonville, Texas. He perfected his style in the oil-boom dance halls of East Texas. And he recorded one of the first songs to have the word "honky ...
Today in Music History - May 4
There’s a long-standing saying that goes “history is told by the victors.” Usually, it’s applied to entire nations and the regrettable atrocities they committed – events that stay uncovered because ...
A timeline of LGBTQ+ influence in music
Researcher, author, and professor Dr. Regina N. Bradley, music journalist Christina Lee, and Hot 107.9 on-air personality and professor Brian ‘B High’ Hightower discuss hip-hop's evolution in Atlanta.
60 Voices: Dr. Regina N. Bradley, Christina Lee, and Brian ‘B High’ Hightower on how hip-hop is evolving
Zeon Richards has told Music Week of his plans to shift the culture of hip-hop in the UK. Now that the former Polydor and Ministry Of Sound executive has swapped the world of major label A&R for live ...
Zeon Richards talks Pollen, hip-hop & boosting the music industry
From Arlo Parks to Spill Tab, these new artists deserve a place on your playlist, alongside new albums from old favourites.
What to listen to next: Press play on these addictive new artists and albums
Three hip-hop icons passed away last month: rapper DMX, Bad Boy Records’ Black Rob, and Digital Underground frontman Shock G. KCRW talks about their imprints on the music industry with Craig Jenkins, ...
DMX, Black Rob, Shock G: Remembering hip-hop icons the world recently lost
Between her soprano notes, sweet spirit, and superb songwriting skills, Asiahn is a treasure that just gets better with time. Not many musicians have ...
Asiahn seeks to heal with 'The Interlude' and spark a conversation around orchestral music in R&B [Interview]
In an interview with Vulture, Ghostface Killah gave his thoughts on music from new rappers, some of which he likes and some of which he said "sound the same." ...
Ghostface Killah Looks Back on Career and Gives His Take on Newer Rap Artists
Famed hip-hop producer J. Period is as much a biographer as he is a musician. He has risen to fame through a love of hip-hop culture and by grinding day in and day out at his craft. But along the way, ...
Hip-Hop Producer J. Period On DJ Jazzy Jeff, The Roots, and His “Story to Tell”
In a new interview with Billboard, Whack speaks on her collaboration with LEGO to shoot "Link," the importance of family, valuing her off-time and more.
How Family and Learning About Black History Reshaped Tierra Whack's Mindset
Black music, in contrast, is at the heart of “Ma Rainey’s Black ... Alas, it’s set in the world of hip-hop, which helps explain why Blank isn’t in the Oscars mix. Though it vividly depicts an artist’s ...
In 2021, the complicated lives of Black music legends power Oscar’s acting noms
Chris Brown and Tory Lanez are being relentlessly mocked on social media after announcing their joint album. During a recent interview with DJ Carisma, Lanez confirmed he and Breezy are cooking up a ...
Black Twitter drags newly announced Tory Lanez, Chris Brown album
Twenty-seven years of democracy has seen a growth in the quality of fashion, film, music and theatre in South Africa.
Fashion, film, music and theatre in democracy
Whether you recognize her from her breathtaking audition from season 15 of The Voice, or her viral TikTok hit, “Deep End”, Fousheè is more than ...
Fousheè Joins Fender Next's 2021 Class and Speaks on Making Music with Lil Wayne: BUST Interview
The musician was born in North Carolina and grew up in Michigan. He spent 25 years in Toronto, where he met his wife, Keziah, and raised nine ...
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